Don’t pay Covid-19 related fines

Risk becoming a prisoner of conscience. Seek support.

The time to stand up is now

RESIST THE GREAT RESET
Why Not Pay Covid-19 Related Fines?

Currently, the key way governments are forcing us into compliance with unscientific, unhealthy and economically disastrous ‘health regulations’ (such as mask wearing, social distancing and lockdown restrictions, including curfews, local and wider travel restrictions, ‘non-essential’ work bans and business closures) is by threatening to fine us, often quite substantial sums of money.

It is scary to contemplate having to pay such fines, or facing the consequences of not paying them, particularly when we feel that we are alone.

To resist, we need to be both personally brave, but also talk to as many people as possible about not paying the fines, and accepting time in jail as a prisoner of conscience if necessary. You do not need a complex or expensive legal defence if you are prepared to take this strong moral stand.

This strategy will help us because the legal system as it exists in any country does not have the resources to put large numbers of people through the court and prison system. If people refuse to pay fines, and do not deliver themselves up to the legal system voluntarily, it will take enormous resources to send police to arrest all those with a warrant, put them in front of a magistrate, and then imprison them for a number of days, weeks or months in lieu of paying the fine. Already, in Victoria, Australia, for example, many unpaid fines have been withdrawn by the government, presumably for this reason, and the 50,000 restaurant owners in Italy who reopened against lockdown restrictions cannot possibly all be imprisoned for their actions.

It will be necessary to morally and practically support anyone who is targeted for prosecution as a ‘public example’ – if these people can be supported well through a prison experience, they can understand their important role in remaining courageous and patient for the benefit of the movement as a whole. The more of us who refuse to pay fines, the less chance there is of anyone being prosecuted, until the point where the authorities simply give up trying to enforce the laws and regulations.

Can you publicize the courageous nonviolent noncooperation of all prisoners of conscience resisting the Great Reset as a means to strengthen our campaign?

Further information:

‘Should I Be Arrested?’ https://nonviolentliberationstrategy.wordpress.com/articles/should-i-be-arrested/

Want more references, resources and ideas for action? Visit wearehumanwearefree.org